Gibson Assembly facilitates bacterial allelic exchange mutagenesis.
Allelic exchange mutagenesis that relies on RecA-mediated homologous recombination up- and downstream from the targeted gene is a generalizable method of site-specific bacterial gene knock-out and knock-in. However, generation of a mutagenic DNA construct (alternative allele flanked by regions surrounding the gene target) and subsequent mutant selection are laborious procedures. Here we demonstrate allelic exchange knock-out facilitated by Gibson Assembly in Streptococcus iniae. Gibson Assembly allows rapid construction of a large allelic exchange cassette simultaneous with cloning, as well as rapid reconstruction of complete recombinant vector sequence when required. Additionally, we show that during two-step mutant selection, absence of recombination at one of the homologous regions (single cross-over) might be rapidly detected by colony PCR of meroploid clones and resolved by extension/shifting of corresponding sequence in DNA construct. The combination of Gibson Assembly for mutagenic DNA construction/redesign with colony PCR screening of meroploids to detect recombination at both sides of the exchange target may significantly accelerate generation of chromosomal mutants in a wide range of bacterial taxa.